
bend over, the gun flips out over the waistband.
Albeit revolvers of modern construction can be
pretty forgiving of a drop, dropping a gun is never
a good idea. The Barrish brothers, Jack and Sid,
who invented the Hip-Grip, were Detroit cops
who carried their snubby revolvers with rubber
bands wound around the grips to give added fric-
tion, this in the hope of making their holsterless
handguns stay put. Good thing they invented the
Hip-Grip. I’ve been using one for about 40 years.

Another gun type with special requirements
for holsterless carry would be best typified by the
Glock. I own a Glock 22 and it’s a really terrific
handgun. If I carried the Glock holsterless, it
would have to be chamber empty. At any event,
Glocks typically rack smoothly and, hence,
quickly. If the chamber is loaded and the Glock
is worn on body, it must be carried in a holster
that covers the trigger guard.

Why would one carry holsterless? There are a
number of reasons, but the three which most
stand out for me are convenience, comfort and
concealability. Let’s start with concealability. In
my Beretta 92F phase – a lot of us got into
Berettas when they became the service pistol – I
realized that concealing a pistol that large was a
whole lot easier without a holster, rather than
with. The added bulk of a holster, plus the height
at which the gun was worn when holstered,
worked against effective concealment. Take the
holster away, leave the pistol’s thumb safety on
and you had a much more concealable weapon.
Like it or not, it’s true. Can you achieve the same
level of concealment for such a large pistol with
an inside-the-waistband holster? Yes, but the hol-
ster must be carefully designed to pitch the pistol
at the same angle as when worn holsterless and –
critical – at the same height, i.e., low, trigger
guard wholly submerged. Be advised, this makes
grasping the pistol a little more challenging.

The comfort factor is something I find particu-
larly appealing. Whether it’s a SIG 229 or a J-
Frame Smith & Wesson on a Hip-Grip, if the gun
is chafing me or irritating me where it is posi-
tioned, all I have to do is move it a little if I don’t
have a holster. This is particularly useful if you are
seated behind the wheel of a vehicle. And, there’s
a tactical advantage in the event of a carjacking

attempt. If you are right handed and carry strong-
side – with or without a holster – you’ll have a
tough time at best accessing your gun while seated
in a vehicle and wearing a seatbelt. With a holster,
you may wish to draw the gun and temporarily
position the weapon crossdraw, holsterless, taking
into account the safety precautions I’ve mentioned
and whatever else would be prudent. Without a
holster, just move the gun over.

Convenience is the third virtue of holsterless
carry. For someone like myself, who is always
armed with a pocket-carried pistol, but spends
most of his time at a keyboard in a home office,
often, but not always, whatever larger gun I’m
using that day will spend most of its time off-body.
A belt holster or inside waistband holster or shoul-
der holster or ankle holster would be useless for
me to wear at home. Besides the gun in my pock-
et, there’s frequently a gun on my desk and there’s
always a full-size semi-auto on Sharon’s desk. 

If I am carrying that larger gun outside the
house, it’s likely it will be for short periods of time.
Taking the time to put on a holster – especially,
say, a belt holster – has got to be worth it to me.
Open the belt, slide the belt through the rear slot
of the holster, pass the belt under and through a
belt loop on the trousers, then thread the belt
through the forward slot, then re-thread the belt
the rest of the way, then buckle the belt, then hol-
ster the gun. And, don’t forget the extra ammo on
the other side. No, the “lazy guy” in me says to
shove the gun in my trouser band and grab my
spare ammo and slip the larger pistol in the glove
compartment. It’s a character flaw.

I got hooked on holsterless carry decades ago,
when I bought my first Hip-Grip and realized
how convenient it was. Writing about guns, as I
do, I have lots of holsters, and many for the same
gun. So, part of the convenience factor for me is
in not having to choose which holster to use. A
holster comes in and I wear it, try it, analyze it –
experimenting with it. And then I must move on
to the next one or the next dozen, depending on
the nature of what I’m writing.

Since holsters are so much a part of my life, I
think I can indulge myself at times and just shove
that pistol – safely, and adhering to all precautions
– inside the waistband of my trousers. DP

21olsterless” Aaaah…the Freedom!
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When Ahern carries his
Glock 22 in the waistband
without a holster, it’s with

the chamber empty.

The SIG 229 is an excellent
example of a pistol 

that lends itself well to 
holsterless use.

For this S&W Model 686
to reliably stay where you
put it without a holster, it
needs a Barami Hip-Grip.

Typical of 1880s-era “town
carry,” the loading gate on
this Single Action is open

to serve as a hook. 
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